


Revolution 
Begins-

•Issues with land and 
education reform- NO 
Change

•Porfirio Diaz- rules as a 
dictator and used ideas 
of social Darwinism to 
enforce his laws



The Rise of Francisco Madero

•Urged by the lack of change, a rich landowner 
Francisco I. Madero publishes a book La 
sucesión presidencial en 1910 which lays down 
the problems with Diaz and a military 
dictatorship

–Madero tours Mexico planning to run for 
President

This begins the all-out chaos of the Revolution!



Three Leaders Emerge

•Guerilla forces start to rise up and rebel-all of the country

•In the Northwest, a bandit Pancho Villa unites the forces

•In the South a poor worker Emiliano Zapata unites the forces

•In the Northeast the local governor Venustiano Carranza 
unites the forces

•All three begin taking strategic towns and working 
towards Mexico City; none of them are actually 
working together or directly with Madero



Pancho Villa

Emiliano Zapata

Vestusiano Carranza



As a group..

1. Come up with a symbol for each of 
the revolutionary leaders that 
represents their goals for the 
revolution/who they represent.

2. Then, send one person to each of 
the boards to draw the symbols!



Madero's Failed Democracy

• Madero becomes president in 1911-
1913.

• During his brief presidency, he talks 
about making many land and 
education reforms- neither one is 
really done

• As our three leaders are continuing 
their revolutionary campaigns, many 
lower class citizens start to become 
angry with Madero and his lack of 
change.



The Ten Tragic Days



Victoriano Huerta

•Took power after Madero was killed in 
the military coup- betrayed Madero

•Was not liked by the public- the three 
revolutionary factions were very much 
against him

•He was ultimately overthrown by 
Carranza and forced into exile



Venustiano Carranza

•New president Carranza appeals to the 
masses (middle classes, the mestizos, not 
the peasants/natives)

¤Mexico constitution of 1917

¤Still in effect. Organized government, 
dealt with land reform, and gave basic 
human rights to ALL Mexicans.



Pancho Villa forced into hiding

•During the Revolution, bandit, Pancho Villa, raided the 
US state of New Mexico (killing 16 Americans)

•This action outraged Americans, and caused the US to 
get involved with the Mexican Revolution

• Expedition to capture him

• Led to uniting of the American people- due 
to unanimous dislike of American involvement

•Ultimately this ended Villa's career, as he was forced 
into hiding

• Remembered through both Mexican and 
American folklore



Critical Reading Skills

- Noticing a lack of critical 
reading/analysis for historical sources 
and documents

- New semester= time to refresh 
our skills!


